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HEAT PIPE THERMAL CONTROL OF SLENDER OPTICS PROBES

F. C. Prenger*

ABSTRACT

The thermal design for a stereographic viewing system is presented. The

design incorporates an annular heat pipe and thermal isolation techniques.

Test results are compared with design predictions for a prototype configura-

tion. Test data obtained during heat pipe startup showing temperature gradie-

nts along the evaporator wall are presented. Correlations relating maximum

wall temperature differences to a lia’.idReynolds number were obtained at low

power levels. These results are compared with Nusselt’s Falling Film theory.

INTRODUCTION

A stereographic viewing system to be used in the international reactor

safety experiments in Germany (PKL) and Japan (JAERI) utilizes a methanol-

filled, annular heat pipe1,2 as the principal element of its thermal control

system. The viewing system or optic probe enables flow visualization of

processes internal to a steam-filled pressure vessel with internal tempera-

tures to 300°C. The probes have a maximum diameter of 50 mm and lengths up

to 3.4m. Two 5 mm diameter

a 12 mm o.d. stainless steel

between the viewing location

converter located externally

lenses surrounded by fiber optics are enclosed

tube. The

inside the

twin lenses are the optical link

pressure vessel and the video

● The fiber optics transmit light to the

in
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subject from an external light source. At the viewing end of the optics tube

are steerable mirrors and lenses for focusing on the subject. This lower

cavity is enclosed with viewing accomplished through a sapphire window. The

optical elements of the system must be maintained below 150°C to prevent

structural damage, and temperature gradients along the probe axis must be

minimized to provide acceptable image quality.

40

Because of space limitations in the reactor the maximum probe diameter is

mm for ~KL and 50 mm for JAERI. The limited cross-sectional area combined

with the long length creates a severe thermal control problem i.e., a large

external surface area with resulting high heat loads to the probe and limited

space for a thermal control device to remove the heat load. A heat pipe is

uniquely suited to provide thermal control for this application.

The heat pipe which is annular in cross-section and surrounds the optics

tube is vertical with the evaporator at the bottom and operates with

gravity-ass

differences

this reason

St. During testing of the heat pipe, excessive

along the wall associated with the startup were

methanol was chosen as the working fluid. Although water provides

temperature

observed. For

more capacity due to ~ higher latent heat of vaporization, methanol produces

lower axial temperature gradients during startup. The thinner liqufd film

obtained with water tlppearsto inhibit uniform wetting of the wick. Also the

use of a graded wick has been found by others3 to improve wall wetting of

the working fluid. For this reason a graded wick was selected for this

application. Although the temperature gradients disappeared with fncreased

power their presence is an indication of a minimum performance limft. Data

associated with this phenomena are presented and correlations relating the

temperature grac!fentsto the power level are proposed.

.



THERMAL DESIGN

The objective of the thermal design of the probe is to provide an iso-

thermal .

the annular .

area. Figure

central, 1.43

ent for the optical elements and minimize the heat transfer to

pipe thus requiring a minimum vapor passage cross-sectional

i illustrates elements of the thermal control system. The

cm diameter core of the annulus contains the two lens assemblies

and fiber optics. Surrounding the core is the annular cavity comprising the

heat pipe. The outside diameter of the heat pipe outer wall is 2.5 cm. An

outer screen of 100 mesh and an inner screen of 60 mesh comprise the heat pipe

wick which is located along the outer wall. A second annular space containing\
‘\

Xenon at one atmosphere (20°C) surrounds the heat pipe. The Xe layer

--,
provides thermal isolation from the external environment.

The lower end of the probe which contains optical elements for obtaining

the desired viewing angle and imaging is structurally tied to the heat pipe

providing thermal control via conduction through these attachments. In addi-

tion, the lower cavity is also Xe filled providing thermal isolation.

For thermal design purposes the upper end of the probe is divided into

three elements. The loww or first element is the mounting structure attach-

ing the probe assembly to the pressure vessel. The mounting structure

provides for vertical positioning and rotation of the probe. Incorporated in

the mounting structure is a 8.5 Cin long collar with a maximum wall thickness

of 0.17 cm form~ng a thermal standoff isolating the pressure vesse’1from the

heat pipe condenser. Above the condenser the heat pipe cavity tmninates.

Extending beyond the heat pipe in the upper or third section will be video

electronics and a light source with a combined power dissipation of:350 W.



The thermal control system objectives are accomplished by combining the

high effective thermal conductivity of the heat pipe with thermal isolation

techniques.

ISOTHERMAL CONTROL OF THE LENS/FIBER OPTICS

Use of the heat pipe provides for isothermal conditions along the axis of

the probe for variable heat loads less than the capacity of the heat pipe.

The heat pipe has a 20 cm condenser which is surrounded by a two-pass, annula~

heat exchanger. Cooling requirements for the condenser are 64 g/s (1.0 GPM)

of water at a maximum temperature of 30°C, this allows a maximum temperature

change across the liquid layer in the heat pipe condenser of 40°C. The

(2Stimdted film thickness is 0.015 mm which corresponds to a temperature drop

of 2°C which is well below the available AT. The hydrodynamic capacity of

the heat pipe exceeds 1500 W for the 3.4 m JAERI configuration. The vapor

flow area is 2 cm2 resulting in a vapcr flow velocity well below sonic.

THERMAL ISOLATION

The Xe filled cavity, lined with a vacuum deposited gold coating and

surrounding the heat pipe, limits

126 W. Xenon is used as the fi11

conductivity and its stability in

Xe also occupies the lower tip of

the heat transfer through the probe wall to

material because of its low thermal

thl?presence of temperature gradients. The

the probe and here the spacing between the

probe outside wall and the lens suppwt structure must be kept below 1 cm, the

minimum spacing for the onset of convection for the existing conditions.

Since thermal control of the lower optics is via conduction through the

structure to the lower end of the heat pipe cavity, the support structure is a

high thermal conductivity material such as aluminum or copper. If convection

were permitted in the lower cavity tne heat leak in this area would increase

four-fold.



A centering mechanism consisting of stainless steel wire clips welded to

the outer wall of the heat pipe is used to maintain alignment of the heat pipe

assembly. There are a total of six clips and the total heat gain through

these clips is 8 W. A summary of the heat transfer to the heat pipe is shown

in Fig. 2 for both

THERMAL TESTING

A systems test

the PKL and JAERI configurations.

of the optic probe was performed. The central optical tube

was instrumented with thermocouples with the axial distribution shown in Fig.

3. Also, viewing windows normally installed in the lower cavity were not

available for this test and a dummy cap of stainless steel was substituted.

The heat pipe evaporator boundary condition was constant wall temperature

which correctly simulates the environment within the PKL reactor.

The test fixture consisted of an insulated, steam-filled pressure vessel

(12 cm o.d.). Saturated sterm was supplied to the test fixture via a steam

generator with a capacity of 45 kg/h at 7.0 ATM pressure. By measuring the

vessel pressure and assuming saturated conditions within the test fixture, the

environment temperature was determined.

Three tests were run at the maximum pressure of 7.OATM (with a

corresponding temperature of 167°C). All tests started at ambient

temperatures and reached maximum operating temperature in 1 h. This startup

is est-imatedto be at least ten times faster than the startup of the PKL

facillty, therefore, any tendency of the heat pipe to overheat during startup

would be greatly accentuated by this test. No significan~ overheating

occurred.

During the course of the tests data were collected every 5 minutes. These

data included the 15 thermocouples located in the optics tube, the steam

pressure in the test section, the heat pipe condenser coolant inlet and outlet



temperature, and

determined using

of the coolant.

probe.

Steady-state

For Runs 1 and 2

coolant flowrate. The power transmitted by the heat pipe was

the condenser cooling water flowrate a~d the temperature rise

At steady-state this power is equal to the heat leak to the

temperature profiles for the three runs are shown in Fig. 4.

the annular space surrounding the heat pipe was filled with

Xe at 1.5 ATM. For the third run the Xe was evacuated and the annulus was

back-filled with air at atmospheric pressure. Changing from Xe to air

increased the heat load on the system from 50 W in Runs 1 and 2 to 120 W for

Run 3. Figure 4 shows a change in operating temperature between Runs 1 and
●

~. 2. This difference is believed caused by

gas in the heat pipe. Prior to Run 2 the

remove the non-condensable gas which then

an accumulation of non-condensable

heat pipe was vented momentarily to

resulted in the “flat” temperature

profile shown for Run 2. Run 3 exhibits a temperature variation of 2.5°C

along the length of the evaporator. This results from the higher power

carried by the heat pipe during this run. The low wall temperatures near the

bottom of the evaporator can be attributed to agitation of the methanol pool

and subsequent localized cooling of the walls, whereas the higher temperatures

near the condenser result from partial dryout of tbe wick due to some

vaporization of the return liquid below the condenser. The observed

temperature gradients are not expected to adversely affect the performance of

the

the

optics system.

Figure 4 also shows that the heat pipe operating temperature, defined as

average wall temperature, is weakly related to the heat load and strongly

influenced by the coolant inlet temperature. The heat pipe operating

temperature is slightly above the coolant inlet temperature regardless of the

heat load. The increase in temperature at the evaporator end or bottom of the



heat pipe shown in Fig. 4 is caused by the end thermocouple not being attached

to the heat pipe wall. Because the optics was not installed for this test, a

rubber stopper was used to seal the inner tube at the bottom. The end

thermocouple was resting against this stopper.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the predicted heat load from the

thermal analysis and the actual heat load as measured by the hea: rejected in

the heat pipe condenser. For the Xe filled annulus two predictions are shown,

one with free convection in the annulus and one without free convection.

However, for air the Grashof Number is lower than for Xe and free convection

of the air is not likely to occur. The higher measured heat load probably

results from underestimating heat leaks from penetrations across the annular

space and in the lower optics cavity.

The test results show that the thermal control system is adequate to main-

tain temperature differences along the axis of the optics tube below 3°C.

The system is also capable of rejecting the worst-case heat load, i.e.,

replacement of Xe by air in the annulus while maintaining the same operating

temperature. Als& overheating due to rapid startup o: the system was not.

observed. It should also be noted that with a low operating temperature

(below 30°C) quenching of the probe exterior will have little effect on the

temperature stability since the heat flow will always be into the probe. The

operating temperature will be maintained by a decrease in the power

transported by the heat pipe. This temperature stability is especially

desirable since the most critical time for data gathering is during and

immediately after simulation of the emergency core coolant system operation

which involves quenching of the probe exterior.



HEAT PIPE STARTUP PERFORMANCE

In the heat pipe tests temperature gradients along the heat pipe

evaporator were observed at low powers and are believed associated with ●

incomplete filling of the wick. The gradients decrease with increasing power

until the wicking limit of the heat pipe is approached, whereupon the

gradients reappear. The phenomena causing these startup temperature

gradients, which represent a lower limit to satisfactory heat pipe

performance, is of interest to heat pipe designers.4 The test data were

analyzed to find a correlation which might be useful in predicting the

temperature gradients.

Since the startup temperature gradients are inversely related to the power

transported by the pipe a Reynolds number based on the liquid properties and

the heat pipe diameter was used as the independent variable, or

Where

ReL = ‘LPLD
~L

(1)

VL is the liquid velocity

PL is the liquid density

D is the heat pipe diam~?ter

~L is the liquid viscosity

The temperature gradient along the evaporator was characterized by the maximum

temperature difference, ATm. Although this parameter is dependent on the

number and distribution of the thermocouples along the heat pipe evaporator,

the thermocouple distribution shown in Fig. 3 provides enough information to

interpolate between readings when necessary. A dimensionless temperature

difference G is defined as



where

(2)

KL is the liquid thermal conductivity

L is the heat pipe length

H is the liquid transport factor.

The liquid transport factor is referred to in the heat pipe literature5 and

is given by

(3)

‘fg is the latent heat of vaporization

u is the surface tension. ~

The use of o as the dependent variable introduces the latent heat and surface

tension of the working fluid into the correlation. From physical arguments

both of these properties are important to the startup process. If the

temperature gradients are associated with incomplete filling of the heat pipe

wick one could describe the process in terms of a balance between surface

tension forces tending to bind the liquid into CJlObJles and hydrodynamic

forces which tend to mechanically distribute the liquid along the wick. In

this model of the mechanism the surface tension forces are related to the

fluid properties whereas the hydrodynamic forces are related to

transport parameters.

Figure 6 shows the dimension”

the liquid Reynolds number, ReL.

the heat

ess temperature difference @ pdotted versus

Two working fluids were used, water and



methanol. Correlations

squares fit of the test

for each working

data. For water

El = 8.00 x 10-16Re~0”309

and for methanol

, ,5 ~ @5Re-0.45e= ●

L

To account for the difference in working

fluid were obtained using a least

fluids the Prandtl number was intro-

(4)

(5)

duced. -0.383Figure 7 shows a plot Of@/R@L versus Prandtl number and

again using a least squares fit of the data gives

-0.383 = ~025 ~ 10-16 pr
Q/ReL

or

(3 = 3.25 x 10-16 Re~0”383Pr.

(6a)

(6b)

The exponent of the F{eynoldsnumber (-0.383) was chosen as the average of the

slopes of the correlations in Fig. 6. However, the interesti~g result here is

the linear dependence on Prandtl number.

The dimensionless temperature difference @ can be related to the thickness

of the liquid in the wick. Neglecting the wick in a first approximation and

using Nusselt’s film cmdensation theory6 the dimensionless film thickness

is related to the liquid Reynolds number by



0.333
6* = 0.9C9 ReL

where

6* =“6@Q$%l=-
L

(7)

(8)

and

d is the film thickness

9 is the gravitational acceleration

PLis the liquid density

Pvis the vapor density.

If the Reynolds number exponent in Eq. (6) is approximated by the one-third

power then combining Eq. (6) and (7) gives

(9)

Equation (9) relates the maximum temperature difference in the evaporator to

the inverse of the liquid film thickness and the Prandtl number, a

surprisingly simple result.

CONCLUSIONS

The thermal control of a stereographic viewing system is successfully

accomplished by using an annular heat pipe in cGmhination witrl.nermal

1



isolation techniques. The thermal design provides nearly isothermal

conditions along the optical axis and lens- operating temperatures a few

degrees above the condenser coolant inlet temperature. Tests of a prototype

system have demonstrated these results.

Testing of the prototype heat pipe showed axial temperature gradients in

the evaporator at low power levels. These temperature gradients are

characterized by a maximum temperature difference and are correlated using a

liquid Reynolds number and the Prandtl number of ths working fluid. The

correlation is given by Eq. (6). il?addition by using Nusselt’s film

condensation theory it can be shown that the maximum temperature difference is

proportional to the Prandtl number and inversely proportional to the liquid

film thickness, Eq. (9). Although not studied in this investigation, other

wick configurations may have a significant influence on axial temperature

gradients durinq heat pipe startup. These effects sl,ouldbe investigated
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